Postgraduate Renewal Programme
GSC Update - December 2022

FINANCIAL
- Analysis continuing of PGR Internal Awards, nonEU Fee differential, and direct payment for Learning Supports provided by students.
- Initial proposals being developed for consideration in Jan 2023.

STUDENTS/STAFF EXPERIENCE
STUDENT (under review)
- PG Skills for Success
- Appeals
- PG student Space
- PG Orientation Program expanded

STAFF (in progress)
- Benchmarking best practice for cyclical review of PGT programmes. SUMS consultancy appointed, and Faculty representatives sought for engagement.
- Expect proposals to be brought forward in Jan/Feb for consideration.

STRUCTURED PHD & DOCTORAL PROGRAMMES
Under review / consideration:
- Supervision Guidelines.
- Model for Student:Supervisor Agreement.
- Roles & Responsibilities for student’s development of multi-dimensional skillset.
- English Language Requirements for admission
- Model for assessment of research component of PGT programmes.
- Benchmarking best practices for cyclical review of PGT programmes. SUMS
- Thesis Committee: guidelines under review.
- Learning Supports provided by PGR students under review.
- Triple I: analysis started.

CURRICULUM & TRIPLE I
Under review / consideration:
- English Language Requirements for admission
- Model for assessment of research component of PGT programmes.
- Benchmarking best practices for cyclical review of PGT programmes. SUMS
- Thesis Committee: guidelines under review.

STUDENT LIFECYLCE
- Digital掉了
- Vision: outputs analyzed, crafting of statements for consideration in progress.
- Programme Workshop: December 15, 2022
- School Committee Roadshow: Recruitment: appointed PM, 3 roles to be filled.
- Marketing: pilot to refresh course content complete and impact analysis in progress.
- Online Application Form: pilot of new form in progress.
- Review of protocol and process for approval of 3rd party sponsors in progress.
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